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WHEN DOES HILLCLIMBING FAIL ON MONOTONE
FUNCTIONS: AN ENTROPY COMPRESSION ARGUMENT
JOHANNES LENGLER∗, ANDERS MARTINSSON∗, AND ANGELIKA STEGER∗
Abstract. Hillclimbing is an essential part of any optimization algo-
rithm. An important benchmark for hillclimbing algorithms on pseudo-
Boolean functions f : {0,1}n → R are (strictly) montone functions, on
which a surprising number of hillclimbers fail to be efficient. For exam-
ple, the (1 + 1)-Evolutionary Algorithm is a standard hillclimber which
flips each bit independently with probability c/n in each round. Per-
haps surprisingly, this algorithm shows a phase transition: it optimizes
any monotone pseudo-boolean function in quasilinear time if c < 1, but
there are monotone functions for which the algorithm needs exponential
time if c > 2.2. But so far it was unclear whether the threshold is at
c = 1.
In this paper we show how Moser’s entropy compression argument
can be adapted to this situation, that is, we show that a long runtime
would allow us to encode the random steps of the algorithm with less
bits than their entropy. Thus there exists a c0 > 1 such that for all
0 < c ≤ c0 the (1 + 1)-Evolutionary Algorithm with rate c/n finds the
optimum in O(n log2 n) steps in expectation.
1. Introduction
Hillclimbing is an essential part of any optimization algorithm. The (1 +
1)-Evolutionary Algorithm or (1 + 1)-EA is a simple greedy hillclimbing
scheme for maximizing a pseudo-Boolean objective function f : {0, 1}n →
R. We start with a search point X0 ∈ {0, 1}
n uniformly at random. In
the t-th round we create an offspring X ′ from the parent Xt by flipping
each bit of Xt independently with probability c/n, where c is the mutation
parameter. Then we replace the current search point by X ′ if it has at least
the same objective, i.e., we set Xt+1 := X
′ if f(X ′) ≥ f(Xt), andXt+1 := Xt
otherwise. The phrase (1 + 1) reflects that in each round the next search
point is chosen from one parent plus one offspring. It is clear that, on any
function f with a unique global maximum, the (1 + 1)-EA will eventually
fixate at at this maximum of f .
Here we study the performance of this algorithm on (strictly) monotone
functions. A function f : {0, 1}n → R is said to be monotone1 if f(x) < f(y)
∗Department of Computer Science, ETH Zu¨rich, Switzerland
1We define “monotone” in a way that otherwise might rather be called “strictly mono-
tone”, for ease of terminology. Note that we can’t expect efficient runtimes for functions
which are monotone in a non-strict sense. For example, we could have f(x) = 0 for x 6≡ 1
and f(1) = 1 otherwise and the search for the optimal solution amounts to searching a
needle in a hay stack. Therefore, we define monotone functions in this strict sense in our
paper.
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whenever x 6= y and xi ≤ yi for all i ∈ [n], where xi denote the i-th coordi-
nate of x. For any such function, the unique global maximum is the all-ones
string. Monotone functions are an important class of benchmark functions
for hillclimbing schemes, since there exist a large variety of hillclimbing
schemes that optimize all monotone functions efficiently. For example, the
(1 + 1) algorithm that creates the offspring by flipping exactly one random
bit in each round resembles a coupon collector process, and thus finds the op-
timum in time O(n log n).2 Nevertheless, a surprising number of hillclimbing
schemes fail on some monotone functions, see [17] for an overview.
For the (1 + 1)-EA, while for any constant c < 1 it is easy to see that
the algorithm needs time O(n log n) to find the optimum of any mono-
tone function [9], it was shown in a sequence of papers [9, 10, 18] that
for c > 2.13 . . . there are monotone functions (dubbed HotTopic functions
in [17]) on which the algorithm needs exponential time. The standard proof
techniques for upper runtime bounds fail precisely at c = 1, and there were
split opinions in the community on whether there should be a phase transi-
tion from polynomial to exponential at c = 1 [8]. On the presumed threshold
c = 1 it follows from a more general model of Jansen [15] that the runtime is
O(n3/2), but it remained unclear whether the runtime is quasilinear or not.
The value c = 1 is of special interest, for several reasons. From a practical
perspective, it is considered the standard choice for the mutation parameter
and explicitly recommended by textbooks on the subject [3, 4]. From a
theoretical perspective, c = 1 is known to be the optimal parameter choice
for linear functions, i.e., for functions of the form f(X) =
∑n
i=1 wiX
i, where
the wi are fixed weights. More precisely, the choice c = 1 gives runtime
(1 + o(1))en log n on any linear function, while any other (constant) choice
of c gives a strictly worse leading constant on any linear function [23].
In this paper we use an entropy compression argument to show that for
c = 1 + ε the runtime remains quasilinear. More precisely, we show that
a long runtime would allow us to encode the random trajectory of the
algorithm with fewer bits than its entropy, which is an information the-
oretic contradiction. This type of argument is attributed to Moser, who
used the technique in his celebrated algorithmic proof of the Lova´sz lo-
cal lemma [19, 13]. Since then, the method has been used to extend and
apply the local lemma [20, 2], and used to some extent for colouring prob-
lems [1, 21, 12, 14, 11]. The same idea has been used for analysing optimal
data structures, e.g., for cell probing [6, 16] and for sampling [5]. Despite
these results, and despite popular blogposts [22, 13], the method still does
not seem to be widely known outside of these communities.
We use this technique to prove that no phase transition occurs at c = 1.
More precisely, we show the following.
Theorem 1.1. There exists an ε > 0 such that, for any (strictly) monotone
function f and any constant 0 < c ≤ 1 + ε, the (1 + 1)-EA with mutation
parameter c requires O(n log2 n) steps until it finds the maximum of f , and
2This algorithm is called Random Local Search. Despite its good behaviour on mono-
tone functions it has severe limitations in practice. For example, other than the (1+1)-EA
it can’t escape local optima and is highly susceptible to any form of noise.
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it visits an expected number of O(n) search points. The same remains true
if the initial search point of the algorithm is chosen by an adversary.
To be more precise, we show that there are constants ε, C > 0 such that
for all 0 < c ≤ 1 + ε the runtime is at most C/c · n log2 n, and the number
of search points is at most C · n.
For the proof, it turns out to be natural to not measure performance in
the number of time steps, but in the number of updates, i.e. the number of
times Xt+1 6= Xt. Note that because of the greedy nature of the algorithm,
the number of updates coincides with the number of visited search points
(minus one).
We first give some intuition on the behaviour of the algorithm and on
our proof. For a general monotone function f , it is natural to measure the
progress of the (1 + 1)-EA is terms of number of one-bits in the current
search point. In order to make an update, it is necessary to flip at least
one zero-bit into a one-bit, since otherwise the offspring would be rejected
due to monotonicity (unless it is identical to the parent, in which case there
is no update either). Thus, if the average update does not flip too many
ones to zeros, the number of ones in the current search point will tend to n
efficiently. For a small mutation parameter (specifically for c < 1), this is
indeed true as the average number of ones flipped to zeros is at most c, and
this remains true for update steps. For larger c, one might expect this to still
hold as, intuitively, any offspring with more ones flipped to zeros than zeros
flipped to ones should be unlikely to be fitter than its parent. However, the
reason this intuition fails for sufficiently large c is that one can “trick” the
algorithm by weighing a fraction of the remaining zeros much higher than
most ones already in the search point. Then, whenever one of these zeroes
is flipped, the algorithm will happily keep the offspring, regardless of how
many ones are flipped to zeros in the process.
Based on this intuition, we define good and bad updates. The bad updates
capture cases in which a zero-bit with a disproportionally high weight is
flipped. Then we study the entropy of the update steps of the algorithms.
On the one hand, we will analyze the algorithm in a forward manner to give
a lower bound on the entropy of each update. On the other hand, we give a
backwards encoding (from last step to first) of the updates steps, and this
encoding saves some bits in bad update steps. Since the expected number
of bits needed for the encoding is lower bounded by the entropy, we get an
upper bound for the expected number of bad update steps. This, in turn,
gives us a linear upper bound for the expected number of update steps.
Finally, the runtime bound follows by a slight refinement of the calculation,
in which we compute how many steps we need to decrease the number of
zero-bits from 2k to 2k−1, for k = log n, . . . , 1.
2. Preliminaries: properties of single updates
The idea of this section is to collect properties of single update steps.
Throughout this section we will use the following notation. We assume that
we are in an (arbitrary, but fixed) state y ∈ {0,1}n. We also assume that k
denotes the number of ones in y. We denote by Y ′ the string obtained by
flipping each coordinate independently with probability c/n. With Ekeep we
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denote the event that f(Y ′) ≥ f(y), corresponding to the event that y′ is
accepted as the new state. We also denote by U the number of bits that are
zero in y, but one in Y ′ (upflips) and by D the number of bits that are one
in y, but zero in Y ′ (downflips).
In this section we will repeatedly make use of the following fact. Let X be
a random variable, and E be some event. With 1E we denote the indicator
variable for the event E . Then by the law of conditional expectation,
(1) E[X|E ] = E[X · 1E ]/Pr[E ].
2.1. Expected number of bits flips. E[U + D] is easily computed by
linearity of expectation to be equal to c. However, we are interested in
E[U + D | Ekeep]. Observe that Pr[Ekeep] is at least the probability that
we flip exactly one zero-bit to a one and no other bit. Thus, Pr[Ekeep] ≥
(n − k) cn(1 −
c
n)
n−1 ≥ n−kn ce
−c, where the latter step holds for all 0 <
c < 2 and n sufficiently large, and follows from the expansion 1 − c/n =
e−c/n+2c
2/n2+O(1/n3). Observe also that 1Ekeep ≤ 1A1+ . . .+1An−k , where Ai
denotes the event that we flip the i-th zero-bit to a one, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n−k.
Thus (1) implies that for 0 < c < 2, and n sufficiently large,
(2)
E[U +D | Ekeep] ≤
∑n−k
i=1 E[(U +D) · 1Ai ]
Pr[Ekeep]
≤
(n− k) cn(1 + c)
n−k
n ce
−c
= (1 + c)ec.
2.2. Change in the number of ones. Our goal in this section is to (lower)
bound the change in the number of ones, i.e., to bound E[U − D | Ekeep].
Clearly, E[U | Ekeep] ≥ 1 by monotonicity. To bound D, note that it is
intuitively clear that E[D | Ekeep] ≤ E[D] ≤ c. A full proof can be found in
the appendix. For c < 1 we thus get from (1) that E[U −D|Ekeep] ≥ 1 − c.
Standard drift arguments thus imply that the expected number of updates
till EA reaches the all-ones string is O(n).
In order to also be able to apply a similar argument for c > 1, we need
to be more careful. What we will do is to partition updates into good and
bad ones, i.e., we let Ekeep = Egood ⊎ Ebad and define Ebad in such a way that
Ebad happens “rarely” and E[U −D|Egood] is positive.
To do so, observe that whenever U = 1, say bit i is flipped from a zero to
a one, we can attribute a value to each 1-bit in y+ ei (that is, to the indices
j ∈ {i} ∪ {a ∈ [n] : ya = 1}) according to
valy+ei(j) := f(y + ei)− f(y + ei − ej),
where e1, e2, . . . , en denotes the standard basis vectors, and + and − denotes
vector addition and subtraction respectively. It is natural to think of this
value as the “cost” of flipping bit j to a zero. Indeed if Y ′ is obtained from y
by flipping bit i from a zero to a one, and bits j1, j2, . . . from ones to zeros,
then if at least one of the j-bits, say j1, has a strictly higher value than i,
we have
f(Y ′) ≤ f(y + ei − ej1) = valy+ei(i)− valy+ei(j) < 0,
which means such a Y ′ will never be kept. Similarly, if j1 has equal value to
i, and this is not the only 1-bit flipped to a zero, then Y ′ will not be kept.
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With this notion at hand we say that an update from y to Y ′ belongs to
Ebad iff
(1) Y ′ 6= y and f(Y ′) ≤ f(y), i.e., we actually make an update,
(2) there is exactly one zero-bit i that is flipped, i.e, U = 1, and
(3) there exist at least (1−α)n one-bits in y+ ei whose value is strictly
smaller than the value of bit i.
To get some intuition behind this definition, observe that it indeed captures
cases in which the number of ones may likely decrease: we only flip one bit
from zero to one and there are many candidate bits for which we may be
able to flip two or more of them back to zero. This intuition is formalized
by the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. For any 0 ≤ α ≤ 12 and 0 ≤ c ≤ 1/(1 − α), we have for
all n ≥ 3
E[U −D | Ebad] ≥ 1− c,
E[U −D | Egood] ≥
(
1−
c
n
)αn
(1− (1− α)c) ≥ e−2αc (1− (1− α)c) .
Proof. Let Bi denote the event that the i-th one-bit in y gets flipped in Y
′.
Then, by linearity of expectation, we have E[U−D | Ebad] ≥ 1−
∑k
i=1 Pr[Bi |
Ebad]. By Bayes’ Theorem, we have Pr[Bi | Ebad] =
c
n ·
Pr[Ebad|Bi]
Pr[Ebad]
≤ cn , where
the last step follows by a simple coupling argument, similar as in Section 2.2.
Hence E[U −D | Ebad] ≥ 1− c
k
n ≥ 1− c, as desired.
As for Egood, the second inequality follows from 1 − (1 − α)c ≥ 0, since
1 − x ≥ e−2x for all 0 ≤ x ≤ 2/3. For the first inequality, let U denote the
set of indices of zero-bits in y that get flipped to one-bits in Y ′. Then
E[U −D | Egood] =
∑
A
Pr[U = A | Egood] · E[U −D | Egood ∩ {U = A}].
Thus, it suffices to estimate E[U −D | Egood ∩ {U = A}] for any set A ⊂ [n]
such that Pr[U = A|Egood] is non-zero.
If |A| ≥ 2, the same argument as for Ebad gives
E[U −D | Egood ∩ {U = A}] ≥ 2− c.
It remains to consider the case of |A| = 1, say A = {i}. In this case,
let k′ = min(k, ⌊(1 − α)n⌋), and order the one-bits in y, j1, j2, . . . jk, in
descending order with respect to valy+ei(j) with ties broken arbitrarily. In
order for U = A to be compatible with a good update, we can assume that
the values of j1, j2, . . . jk−k′ must be greater than or equal to the value of i.
With these definitions at hand, we write
E[U −D | Egood ∩ {U = A}] =
1
Pr[Egood | U = A]
E[1Egood(U −D) | U = A].
Note that, conditioned on U = A, 1Egood(U −D) = 0 whenever one of the
bits j1, . . . jk−k′ are flipped. This is because this is either the only bit flipped
to a zero, in which case U−D = 1−1 = 0, or one additional bit is flipped to
a zero, in which case f(Y ′) < f(y). Whenever the bits j1, . . . jk−k′ remain
ones, on the other hand, we can lower bound 1Egood(U −D) by one minus
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the number of bits among jk−k′+1, . . . jk that get flipped. Thus
E[1Egood(U −D) | U = A] ≥ (1−
c
n
)k−k
′
(1−
c
n
k′).
By assumption, we have 1− cnk
′ ≥ 1− (1− α)c ≥ 0 which means that
E[U−D | Egood∩{U = A}] ≥ E[1Egood(U−D) | U = A] ≥ (1−
c
n
)αn(1−(1−α)c),
as desired. The proposition follows by observing that 2 − c ≥ 1 − (1 − α)c
as 2− c− 1 + (1− α)c = 1− αc ≥ 1− α1−α ≥ 0, where in the second to last
step we used c ≤ 1/(1 − α).

Note that for any fixed 0 < α ≤ 1/2 the considered range in Proposi-
tion 2.1 also contains some values c > 1. Moreover, for the considered range
the lower bound for E[U − D | Egood] is positive. If we could thus show
that Ebad occurs only sufficiently rarely, then we might hope to be able to
bound the number of updates. This is what we will do with the entropy
compression argument.
2.3. Entropy of an update step. In this section we study the entropy of
a single update starting from a fixed state y. We refer the reader who is not
familiar with information theory to the introduction in [7]. Naturally, the
entropy will depend on y. Recall that the random variables U and D denote
the number of upflips and downflips, respectively.
Proposition 2.2. For any c < 4/3, any 0 ≤ k < n and any y ∈ {0, 1}n
with exactly k ones we have
H(Y ′ | Ekeep) ≥ E[log2
((
n− k
U
)(
k + U
D
))
| Ekeep],
where H(Y ′ | Ekeep) denotes the binary entropy of the conditional distribution
of Y ′ given Ekeep.
Proof. Let Au,d denote the set of all strings z ∈ {0,1}
n such that f(z) ≥ f(y)
and such that z can be obtained from y by flipping precisely u zeros to ones
and d ones to zeros. Then
pkeep := Pr[Ekeep] =
n−k∑
u=1
k∑
d=0
∑
z∈Au,d
(
c
n
)u+d(1−
c
n
)n−u−d.
To simplify notation we write
qu,d := |Aud|
( c
n
)u+d (
1−
c
n
)n−u−d
and
au,d :=
( c
n
)u+d (
1−
c
n
)n−u−d
.
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By the definition of entropy we have
H(Y ′ | Ekeep) = −
1
pkeep
n−k∑
u=1
k∑
d=0
∑
z∈Au,d
aud log2(
au,d
pkeep
)
=
1
pkeep
n−k∑
u=1
k∑
d=0
qud log2(
pkeep
au,d
).
We want to show that this is at least as large as the expectation in the
statement of the proposition. With
bu,d :=
(
n− k
u
)(
k + u
d
)
we can write this expectation as
E[log2
((
n− k
U
)(
k + U
D
))
| Ekeep] =
1
pkeep
n−k∑
u=1
k∑
d=0
qu,d log2 (bu,d) .
Hence the proposition follows if we can show that the difference is non-
negative. That is, we have to show that
1
pkeep
n−k∑
u=1
k∑
d=0
qu,d log2
(
pkeep
au,dbu,d
)
!
≥ 0.
Multiplying by pkeep ≥ 0 and partitioning the log amounts to showing that
(3) ∆ := pkeep log2 pkeep +
n−k∑
u=1
k∑
d=0
qud log2
(
1
au,dbu,d
)
!
≥ 0.
To this end, an elementary calculation shows that the product au,dbu,d is
either maximized by the case u = 1, d = 0, or by u = d = 1. We defer the
calculation to the appendix.
Assume first that a1,1b1,1 ≤ a1,0b1,0. Then the left hand side in (3) satisfies
∆ ≥ pkeep log2 pkeep + pkeep log2(
1
a1,0b1,0
)
which is non-negative, as pkeep ≥ q1,0 = a1,0b1,0. For the other case, assume
a1,1b1,1 > a1,0b1,0. Writing pkeep = (1 + x)q1,0 for some x ≥ 0 and recalling
that q1,0 = a1,0b1,0 we obtain
∆ ≥ (1 + x)q1,0 · (log2((1 + x)q1,0) + q1,0 log2(
1
q1,0
) + xq1,0 log2(
1
a1,1b1,1
)
= q1,0 ·
(
(1 + x) log2(1 + x) + x log2
a1,0b1,0
a1,1b1,1
)
.
Now observe that
a1,0b1,0
a1,1b1,1
= 1−c/nc
n
k+1 > 3/4, for n sufficiently large. The
claim now follows from (1+x) log2(1+x)+x log2(3/4) ≥ 0 for all x ≥ 0. 
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3. Entropy of the Markov chain
The aim of this section is to provide bounds on the entropy of the sequence
of updates in the (1 + 1)-EA. Given the sequence (Xt)
∞
t=0 of search points,
as generated by the algorithm when started in some fixed state X0 = x ∈
{0, 1}n, we define T as the number of updates, that is, the number of times
t = 0, 1, . . . such that Xt 6= Xt+1. For each t = 0, 1, . . . T , we denote by Yt
the state of the algorithm after t update steps. To simplify notation later
on, we want Yt be defined for all t ≥ 0, so we define Yt to be the all-one
string if t > T . We note that as (Xt)
∞
t=0 is a Markov chain, so is (Yt)
∞
t=0.
More precisely, the transition probabilities of (Yt)
∞
t=0 are the ones obtained
from transition probabilities of (Xt)
∞
t=0 by removing self-transitions from all
states besides the all ones state.
We will use #0t, #1t to denote the number of zero-bits and one-bits in Yt,
respectively. Furthermore, we use Ut and Dt to denote the number of upflips
(zero-to-one) and downflips (one-to-zero) from Yt and Yt+1, respectively.
Recall that the entropy of (the trajectory of) the Markov chain (Yt)
∞
t=0,
as described above, can be written as
H((Yt)
∞
t=0) =
∞∑
t=0
H(Yt+1 | Yt),
where
H(Yt+1 | Yt) = −
∑
y
Pr[Yt = y]H(Yt+1 | Yt = y).
This entropy is finite almost surely, since the Markov chain will converge
to the absorbing state almost surely. The next two propositions bound this
entropy from below and above.
Proposition 3.1.
H((Yt)
∞
t=0) ≥ E
[
T−1∑
t=0
log2
((
#0t
Ut
)(
#1t + Ut
Dt
))]
.
Proof. Observe that, for any y, the term H(Yt+1 | Yt = y) does not depend
on t, as (Yt)
∞
t=0 is a time-homogenous Markov chain. If we thus let g(y) :=
H(Yt+1 | Yt = y), we get
H(Yt+1 | Yt) = E[g(Yt)]
and thus
H((Yt)
∞
t=0) ≥
∞∑
t=0
E [g(Yt)] = E
[
∞∑
t=0
g(Yt)
]
= E
[
T−1∑
t=0
g(Yt)
]
,
where in the last step we have used that the conditional entropy of an update
is zero once we have reached the all-ones state. As Proposition 2.2 implies
that E[g(Yt)] ≥ E[log2
((
#0t
Ut
)(
#1t+Ut
Dt
))
], the proposition follows. 
Proposition 3.2. There exists a constant C such that for all 0 < α < 1
and for all 0 < c < 2,
H((Yt)
∞
t=0) ≤ CE[T ]−log2(1/α)E[Tbad ]+E
[
T−1∑
t=0
log2
((
#0t+1
Dt
)(
#1t+1 +Dt
Ut
))]
,
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where Tbad denotes the number of bad updates (as defined in Section 2.2).
Proof. Recall that the entropy represents a lower bound on the expected
number of bits needed to represent all information of the process. Thus,
the expected length of any encoding strategy for the traces of the chain will
form an upper bound on the entropy. We proceed as follows. We encode the
process backwards, i.e. we start from the all-ones vector that is the unique
absorbing state of the process. For each update we encode
(i) whether the update is good or bad,
(ii) the number of downflips Dt and the number of upflips Ut,
(iii) the actual choice of which Dt zero-bits in Yt+1 were the bits that were
flipped from one to zero in the update from Yt to Yt+1, and
(iv) the actual choice of which Ut one-bits in Yt+1 were the bits that were
flipped from zero to one.
To mark the global end of our encoding, we are somewhat wasteful: we
start the encoding of each update with a one-bit and conclude the whole
encoding with a single zero-bit. For each update we encode (i) with a single
bit, and Dt and Ut with Dt + Ut + 2 bits using a unary encoding. From (2)
we deduce that there exists a constant C > 0 such the expected length
of the encoding of (i) and (ii) for all updates is bounded by CE[T ]. For
the encoding of (iii) observe that the Dt bits that correspond to downflips
have to be chosen from the zero-bits in Yt+1. We thus can encode the
actual choice by ⌈log2
(#0t+1
Dt
)
⌉ bits. For the encoding in (iv) we distinguish
between good and bad updates. For a good update we proceed similarly
as in (iii). As the Dt bits that correspond to upflips have to be chosen
from one-bits in Yt+1, we can encode the actual choice by ⌈log2
(#1t+1
Ut
)
⌉
bits. For a bad update we can be more efficient in (iv). Observe first that
a bad update implies Ut = 1. We thus need to specify only a single bit.
Recall also that the definition of bad updates implies that there exist at
least (1−α)n one-bits in Yt that have lower value than the bit that we want
to flip. As the number of one-bits in Yt is bounded by #1t+1 +Dt we thus
see that we have at most #1t+1 +Dt − (1−α)n ≤ α(#1t+1 +Dt) bits from
which we can choose the bit that corresponds to the (single) upflip. We can
thus encode the choice of this bit with ⌈log2(α(#1t+1 +Dt))⌉ bits, which is
less than ⌈log2
(#1t+1+Dt
Ut
)
⌉ − log2(1/α) + 1 bits. The claimed bound in the
proposition follows by collecting all terms. 
4. Proof of the theorem
We first obtain a bound on the expected number of bad updates by com-
paring upper and lower bound on the entropy of the Markov chain.
Proposition 4.1. If the algorithm starts in a state with exactly k ones, then
E[Tbad] ≤
C
log2(1/α)
E[T ] + 1log2(1/α)
log2
(
n
k
)
,
where C is the constant from Proposition 3.2.
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Proof. Collecting and rearranging the terms from Propositions 3.1 and 3.2
we get
E[Tbad] ≤
C
log2(1/α)
E[T ] + 1log2(1/α)
E
[
log2
(
T−1∏
t=0
(#0t+1
Dt
)(#1t+1+Dt
Ut
)
(#0t
Ut
)(#1t+Ut
Dt
)
)]
.(4)
Using the formulas #1t+1 = #1t + Ut −Dt and #0t+1 = #0t − Ut +Dt, it
is easy to see that, for any 0 ≤ t ≤ T − 1,(#0t+1
Dt
)(#1t+1+Dt
Ut
)
(#0t
Ut
)(#1t+Ut
Dt
) = #0t+1!
#0t!
·
#1t+1!
#1t!
.
Hence, the product in (4) is telescoping, and we get
E[Tbad] ≤
C
log2(1/α)
E[T ] + 1log2(1/α)
E
[
log2
(
#0T ! ·#1T !
#00! ·#10!
)]
.
The claim now follows from #0T !·#1T !#00!·#10! =
( n
#10
)
/
( n
#1T
)
=
( n
#10
)
, as #10 = k
and #1T = n. 
From this and Proposition 2.1 we obtain an upper bound on the number
of updates.
Proposition 4.2. There exists an ε > 0 and β > 0 such that for any
0 < c ≤ 1 + ε the following holds. If the algorithm starts in a state with
exactly k ones, then
E[T ] ≤ β(n− k) + βlog2
(
n
k
)
.
Proof. Observe that
∑∞
t=0(#1t+1 −#1t) = n − #10. If we thus start in a
state with exactly k ones, then whenever 0 ≤ α ≤ 1/2 and 0 < c ≤ 1/(1−α)
we get from linearity of expectation and Proposition 2.1 that
n− k =
∞∑
t=0
E[#1t+1 −#1t](5)
=
∞∑
t=0
(E[#1t+1 −#1t|Egood(t)] · Pr[Egood(t)]+
E[#1t+1 −#1t|Ebad(t)] · Pr[Ebad(t)])
P2.1
≥ e−2αc(1− (1− α)c) ·E[T − Tbad] + (1− c) ·E[Tbad],
where we have used Egood/bad(t) to denote the event that Yt is not the all-ones
string and the update from Yt to Yt+1 is bad or good, respectively. (Note
that once the Markov chains has reached the all-ones state, neither Ebad(t)
nor Egood(t) can occur and the contribution of the corresponding term in the
last sum is zero, as is desired.)
For ease of notation let D := e−2αc(1− (1−α)c). Then the above can be
rewritten as
n− k ≥ DE[T ]− (D − 1 + c)E[Tbad].
Let C be the constant from Proposition 4.1. We may assume C > 1/2. For
a fixed 0 < α < 1 (to be determined later) we will choose an ε > 0 such
that 1 + ε < 1/(1 − α). Then (5) holds for all c ∈ [0,1 + ε], and we have
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D > 0 for any such c. Moreover, since D is a continuous function, it attains
a minimum Dmin = Dmin(α) > 0 on the compact interval c ∈ [0,1 + ε]. We
may assume that ε ≤ 1/3 and ε < Dmin/2, and by Proposition 4.1, for all
0 < c ≤ 1 + ε,
n− k ≥
(
D −
C
log2(1/α)
(D − 1 + c)
)
·E[T ]−
D − 1 + c
log2(1/α)
log2
(
n
k
)
.
Set now α = 2−2C < 1/2 and observe that then the term in front of E[T ] is
equal to 12(D + 1− c) ≥
1
4Dmin; the claim of the proposition follows. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. As log2
(n
k
)
≤ n, the claim on the number of search
points follows immediately from Proposition 4.2. For the bound on the
number of steps we have to be more careful, as we also have to count the
number of steps between updates. To do so the following observation is
useful. Suppose we are in a state with exactly k ones. Then the probability
that we flip exactly one zero-bit in the next step is (n − k) cn(1 −
c
n)
n−k ≥
1
2ce
−c n−k
n , which holds for n sufficiently large. Note that we may assume
c < 4/3, in which case we obtain a probability of at least 110c
n−k
n . As we
will accept any of these moves, we thus see that the expected number of
steps until the next update is at most 10c · n/(n − k). This together with
Proposition 4.2 implies a bound of O(n2/c) on the running time of the (1+1)-
EA. To get a quasilinear bound we partition the trace of the algorithm in
phases. For this, let Sk ⊆ {0,1}
n denote the set of strings with at most 2k−1
zeros, where 0 ≤ k ≤ ⌊log2 n⌋ − 1 =: k0.
Before reaching a state from Sk0 the expected time between two updates
is just O(1/c) (as then we still have a constant fraction of zeros to choose
from). From Proposition 4.2 we thus know that the Markov chain (Xt)
∞
t=0
will reach a state from Sk0 in O(n/c) steps. Next we consider the phases
in which we start in a state from Sk and terminate (the phase) when we
reach a state from Sk−1 (for the first time). Denote by Tk the number of
update steps in this phase. We can use the bound from Proposition 4.2 (that
considers the run of the Markov chain until it reaches the all-ones string) to
obtain
E[Tk] ≤ β(n − (n − 2
k + 1)) + β log2
(
n
n− 2k + 1
)
≤ 2β2k log n.
As we argued above, in this phase the expected number of steps between
updates is bounded by O(n/(2kc)) (as we always have at least 2k−1 zeros).
The expected number of steps in this phase is thus bounded by O(n log n/c),
where the hidden constant holds uniformly for all phases. Since we as-
sumed c to be a positive constant, the expected number of steps per phase
is O(n log n). As the number of phases is O(log n), the theorem follows. 
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Appendix A. Proof that E[D | Ekeep] ≤ E[D].
In this section we prove that E[D | Ekeep] ≤ E[D], which is used in
Section 2.2. For a one-bit j, let Bj denote the event that this bit is flipped
into zero. We can divide all potential offspring into pairs y0, y1 which agree
in all bits except that yj0 = 0, but y
j
1 = 1. Note that Pr[Y
′ = y0 | Bj] =
Pr[Y ′ = y1 | ¬Bj], because all bits are flipped independently. Moreover,
since f(y0) < f(y1), we have the implication “y0 is accepted =⇒ y1 is
accepted”. Hence,
Pr[Ekeep | Bj] =
∑
y0∈{0,1}n,y
j
0=0
Pr[Y ′ = y0] · 1Ekeep(y0)
≤
∑
y1∈{0,1}n,y
j
1=1
Pr[Y ′ = y1] · 1Ekeep(y1) = Pr[Ekeep | ¬Bj],(6)
and therefore,
Pr[Ekeep] = Pr[Ekeep | Bj] · Pr[Bj ] + Pr[Ekeep | ¬Bj] · Pr[¬Bj]
(6)
≥ Pr[Ekeep | Bj ] · Pr[Bj] + Pr[Ekeep | Bj] · (1− Pr[Bj ]) = Pr[Ekeep | Bj].
In particular, this implies
Pr[Bj | Ekeep] =
Pr[Ekeep | Bj] Pr[Bj ]
Pr[Ekeep]
≤ Pr[Bj].
Since this holds for all one-bits j, and since D =
∑
j 1Bj , where the sum
runs over all one-bits j, we obtain E[D | Ekeep] ≤ E[D] ≤ c.
Appendix B. Missing details in the proof of Proposition 2.2
Here we show that for c < 4/3 and n large enough, the product au,dbu,d
is maximized either for u = 1, d = 0, or for u = d = 1. As a reminder, we
repeat the definitions of au,d and bu,d.
au,d :=
( c
n
)u+d (
1−
c
n
)n−u−d
.
bu,d :=
(
n− k
u
)(
k + u
d
)
We first observe au,d/au−1,d−1 <
17
9
1
n2
for all u,d ≥ 1. Thus
bu,d
bu−1,d−1
=
(n−k
u
)
(n−k
u−1
) ·
(k+u
d
)
(k+u−1
d−1
) = n− k − u+ 1
u
·
k + u− d+ 1
d
≤
n2
ud
implies that au,dbu,d ≤ au−1,d−1bu−1,d−1 for all u,d ≥ 2. Similarly, since for
u ≥ 1,
bu,1
bu−1,1
=
(n−k
u
)
(n−k
u−1
) ·
(k+u
1
)
(k+u−1
1
) = n− k − u+ 1
u
·
k + u
k + u− 1
k≥d=1
≤
3
2u
· n
we deduce that au,1bu,1 ≤ a1,1b1,1 for all u ≥ 2 and from
b1,d
b1,d−1
=
(
k+1
d
)
(k+1
d−1
) = k + 1− d+ 1
d
≤
n
d
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we get a1,db1,d ≤ a1,1b1,1 for all d ≥ 2. Together, this gives au,dbu,d ≤ a1,1b1,1
for all u,d ≥ 1. Finally, for u ≥ 2 and n sufficiently large,
au,0bu,0
au−1,0bu−1,0
=
c
n
(1− cn)
·
(n−k
u
)
(
n−k
u−1
) = c
n− c
·
n− k − u+ 1
u
≤
n
n− c
·
c
u
≤ 1,
so au,0bu,0 ≤ a1,0b1,0 for all u ≥ 2. Altogether, we thus have
au,dbu,d ≤ max{a1,0b1,0, a1,1b1,1} for all u ≥ 1, d ≥ 0,
as required.
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